Abstract: Due to the rising power demand and substantial interest in acquiring green energy from sunlight, there has been rapid development in the science and technology of photovoltaics (PV) in the last few decades. Furthermore, the synergy of the fields of metrology and fabrication has paved the way to acquire improved light collecting ability for solar cells. Based on recent studies, the performance of solar cell can improve due to the application of subwavelength nano-structures which results in smaller reflection losses and better light manipulation and/or trapping at subwavelength scale. In this paper, we propose a numerical optimization technique to analyze the reflection losses on an optimized GaAs-based solar cell which is covered with nano-structured features from the same material. Using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, we have designed, modelled, and analyzed the performance of three different arrangements of periodic nano-structures with different pitches and heights. The simulated results confirmed that different geometries of nano-structures behave uniquely towards the impinging light.
Introduction
Given the economic and environmental incentives, and the resulting paradigm shift towards a more sustainable development, producing clean energy is becoming increasingly important, where PV systems development is one of the fastest growing industries. Solar cells or photovoltaic (PV) systems, categorized in solid state electrical devices, have been suggested to provide a clean alternative method for generating electricity from sunlight. They attracted a lot of attention due to viability, reliability, and accessibility especially in the remote areas even in satellite systems [1] . The Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of PV installations was reported to be 44% between 2000 and 2014 [2] . However, the performance of solar cells is still far from a satisfactory level. Ongoing research towards enhancing the generation of clean electrical energy is focused on improving the functionality of solar cells. Studies towards optimization of PV cells are mainly about construction of more efficient and flexible PV cells, allowing for easy installation and transportation.
Solar cells convert sunlight into DC voltage due to the PV effect [3] . Subsequently, the generated DC electricity is transformed into AC source via a converter and thus it can be introduced to various systems for applications. Furthermore, transformation of solar energy to chemical energy can be performed by a PV cell named photoelectrolysis cell (PEC) which uses photon energy to split water [4, 5] .
Due to extensive research on silicon technology, many photovoltaics and optoelectronic devices were based on silicon due to its well stablished processing and affordability [43, 44] . However, silicon solar cells have a lower efficiency compared with other substitute materials. GaAs has interesting properties that can easily overcome silicon applications in industry, and it is turning into the reference system for thin film solar cells [45] . These properties include having a wide and direct band gap and being twice as effective as silicon in converting the incident solar radiation to electrical energy while being much thinner than the common bulk silicon bases. This quality results from faster movement of electrons through crystalline structures [46] . Moreover, GaAs surface is very resistant to moisture and ultraviolet (UV) radiation which makes it quite durable. Moreover, GaAs in its pure single crystal form has high optical absorption coefficient and mobility near the optimum range for solar energy conversion [47, 48] . Alta Devices, Inc. reported that GaAs naturally moves more electrons to the conduction band and effectively converts the sun's energy into electricity [49] , and presented a new world record for solar cell conversion efficiency of GaAs thin film-about 28.2% [50] . Several interesting studies have been reported afterwards to improve GaAs-based solar cell devices performance [51] [52] [53] .
Considering the extensive research done on the characterization of the GaAs-based solar cell, we are interested in studying a thin film based solar cell partially covered with optimized nano-features that acts as an anti-reflective coating and improves power absorption efficiently. Furthermore, they satisfy the zero-order (ZO) diffraction grating condition [54] [55] [56] , for which apart from zero-order of diffraction, higher orders are excluded as they decay while propagation, i.e., evanescent. Therefore, ZO diffraction gratings are considered to behave like a slab of ordinary homogeneous material with an effective refractive index in which ideally the losses are minimum [57, 58] . In order for the solar cell optimization, we intend to study different nano-structure geometries and investigate the T, A, and R parameters of the proposed designs.
The most important parameter to evaluate the performance of solar cells is the quantum efficiency. Quantum efficiency indicates the ratio of the carriers collected to the number of impinging photons on the solar cell. Therefore, it is required to reduce the reflection losses for solar cell design to increase the number of photons reaching the active area. Although the nano-structures have proven to be efficient for light absorption in the solar cells, it is important to examine how the relevant modification affects the overall performance of the device [42, 59, 60] . Our proposed GaAs-based design is composed of periodic nano-structures with a duty cycle (DC) of 100%. This indicates that within the nano-structured area, there is no active layer section which is directly exposed to the sunlight; hence, one nanostructure's bottom-base width is equal to the pitch. However, for trapezoidal and triangular features, grooves are created between two full pitches as a result of inclined walls on the sides of nano-structures.
FDTD Simulation Method
In this section, we introduce the modelling method implemented to obtain the light reflection (R), transmission (T), and absorption (A) response of the solar cell design. Finite difference time domain method (FDTD) is a simple numerical solution to model electromagnetic field components through the computation domain [61, 62] , for which a numerical grid network is designed composed of unit cells for transverse magnetic (TM) field as shown in Figure 1 . Electric (E) and magnetic (H) field components can be identified with respect to Maxwell's equations at edges of the computation grid [63] . For TM illumination only E x , E z , and H y components of the wave are non-zero. This condition provides the required wave vector alignment and facilitates the study of resonant interactions on the surface of nano-structured features. The distribution of the field components is always shown on edges of the square cells indicating the FDTD grid system; thereby, each cell's field component information is required to update the calculations for the next cell. For the outer edges of the 2-D computation domain, an absorbing boundary condition, i.e., anisotropic perfectly matched layer, is designed to successfully estimate the field components from the previous cell computation and prevent the reflection loss from the boundaries. A mesh step size of 10 nm was selected for the computation; however, simulation results with a finer mesh also agree with the reported results in this paper. The For a photon to be absorbed by semiconductor, its energy should be equal or higher than the material bandgap [64] . Hence, in PV studies, the highest efficiency occurs for the photons with the energy close to the bandgap [65] . 
Design of GaAs-Based Solar Cell
In this section, we describe the solar cell design we have simulated using Optiwave software (OptiFDTD). This solar cell is composed of a semiconductor base with one-dimensional (1-D) nanofilms/gratings on top. The incident light hits the nano-structures surface normally. Our study will focus on the geometrical properties of nano-structures made of GaAs, with the refractive index of 3.666 + i0.0612, on top of the same material, while the nano-structures' height and pitch vary.
Furthermore, in this study, we investigate how covering the surface with nano-structures affects the solar cell performance, as varying the pitch size results in a change in the active area which is covered with nano-structures, e.g., 900 nm pitch size covers the entire surface. For consistency, the duty cycle, which defines the lateral width of the nano-structure in one pitch, is selected to be 100% throughout this study. Nonetheless, for triangular and trapezoidal geometries with 100% DC, the spacing between the ridges provides texture on the top surface; hence, the reflected light might strike the walls and be absorbed while this light on a flat surface is considered as loss. The specific geometries' response will be discussed separately in the relevant sections, and R, A, and T of the solar cell devices will be calculated; thereby, depending on our simulation results, we will have an overview of the nano-structures' suitable size for the experimental studies.
As shown in Figure 2 , application of nano-structures helps to reduce the reflection while interacting with illuminated light. Figure 2b confirms even applying a thin film assists in more field absorption. We design rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular nano-structures with heights ranging from 50 nm to 400 nm and the nano-structure pitches varying from 100 nm to 900 nm. Considering the wavelength of illumination in this study, 900 nm pitch would be excluded from the ZO diffraction grating; hence, the device performs differently for the nano-structures at 900 nm pitch compared with the shorter pitch sizes for all zero-order diffraction gratings.
A normal silicon PV cell has a thickness of around 200 µ m to 500 µ m. Considering the conventional methods, thinner films are not easy to fabricate and silicon has a low absorptivity factor which makes the usage of thicker films essential. Furthermore, thicker films provide good surface passivation and less surface recombination.
However, we proposed a thin film based solar cell design with 1 µm thickness of semiconductor material, i.e., GaAs. While the device might lose the conventional thick solar cell fabrication advantages, the flow of current and light trapping in the PV cell can be improved via application of periodic nano-structures; hence, less material is needed to absorb the solar flux which reduces the device size. Furthermore, nano-structures have the ability to make the electrons and holes less likely to interact on the PV cell surface. Oscillation of incident sunlight coupled with the free electrons on the surface of the nano-structures makes the e-h recombination less probable, and a high level of light trapping occurs in the GaAs thin film. 
In this section, we describe the solar cell design we have simulated using Optiwave software (OptiFDTD). This solar cell is composed of a semiconductor base with one-dimensional (1-D) nano-films/gratings on top. The incident light hits the nano-structures surface normally. Our study will focus on the geometrical properties of nano-structures made of GaAs, with the refractive index of 3.666 + i0.0612, on top of the same material, while the nano-structures' height and pitch vary.
A normal silicon PV cell has a thickness of around 200 µm to 500 µm. Considering the conventional methods, thinner films are not easy to fabricate and silicon has a low absorptivity factor which makes the usage of thicker films essential. Furthermore, thicker films provide good surface passivation and less surface recombination.
However, we proposed a thin film based solar cell design with 1 µm thickness of semiconductor material, i.e., GaAs. While the device might lose the conventional thick solar cell fabrication advantages, the flow of current and light trapping in the PV cell can be improved via application of periodic nano-structures; hence, less material is needed to absorb the solar flux which reduces the device size. Furthermore, nano-structures have the ability to make the electrons and holes less likely to interact 
Optimization of Nano-Structured Solar Cell
In this section, we provide information about optimizing solar cell performance with application of different shaped nano-structures. For conventional solar cells, a substantial portion of light is expected to go through reflection losses [66] . Therefore, application of diffraction nano-structures would help as an optimization method.
Our design, apart from having ZO diffraction grating characteristics, provides a good property known as gradual change in refractive index which leads to a perfect anti-reflective (AR) medium. Hence, the nano-structures act like a homogeneous medium with an AR coating that allows to achieve lower reflection loss for a range of wavelengths and angles of incidence with respect to the incident light wavelength [67] . The first AR coating was experimentally presented on glass substrate by Fraunhofer in 1817 [68] . However, the concept of gradual transition in refractive index was first introduced by Lord Rayleigh in 1879 who mathematically reported the amount of reflection at the interface between tarnished glass and air [69] .
On the other hand, the use of SW nano-structures in solar cell has also been validated by the insect eye design. The surface of an insect eye is covered with nano-structured film that absorbs most of the incident light with a minimal reflection which means there is almost no light diffraction. Due to this design, the refractive index between the air and the surface changes gradually, therefore, the light reflection decreases [70] . Inspired by insect eye design, the SW nano-structures are applied to the solar cells to increase the conversion efficiency and allow a larger portion of the electromagnetic wave to reach the embedded charge carrier zone [34] .
For a fully AR coating layer, the light reflecting from substrate and AR coating layer have a destructive interference [71] . The minimum reflectance can be achieved when the refractive index equals the square root of the refractive indices of the two media [72] . The reflection loss of a SW nano-structure can be calculated easily using Fresnel's equation [73] . 
where R is the reflectance, nAR is the nano-structures/AR coating medium refractive index, and ns is the substrate refractive index. For the current design, where both the diffraction nano-gratings and 
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where R is the reflectance, n AR is the nano-structures/AR coating medium refractive index, and n s is the substrate refractive index. For the current design, where both the diffraction nano-gratings and substrate are made of the same material, the refractive index of the coating layer continuously changes from n AR to n s [74] . Once the solar cell surface is illuminated, the photons hitting the top surface will either reflect from the top, or be absorbed by the semiconductor structure. Otherwise, they will be transmitted through the material [75] . However, only the absorbed photons are able to move an electron from the valence band to conduction band and generate power. Reflected and transmitted portions of sunlight are not desirable and are included in energy losses.
We made changes to the aspect ratios of the nano-structures which are responsible for the absorption and reflection of light in the PV cell. The aspect ratio is defined as a quantity to compare top and bottom bases of the nano-structures. For the aspect ratio of one, the SW nano-structure is rectangular; for the aspect ratio equalling zero, the SW nano-structure turns into triangular shape, and for any positive value of the aspect ratio between these two values, the SW nano-structure shape turns into trapezoidal.
Rectangular Shaped Nano-Structured Solar Cell
In this subsection, rectangular nano-gratings with 100% duty cycle and different thicknesses are studied. The mentioned design turns into uniform thin film on the top surface of the solar cell with different heights. Investigating this shape is necessary as under application of zero-order gratings and anti-reflective medium, it is assumed that the medium is a homogeneous slab. In the following, it is shown how a real homogeneous thin film affects the solar cell performance.
In Figure 3 , light reflection and absorption curves of the solar cells topped with rectangular nano-structures with 100% duty cycle are shown. Each curve illustrates the solar cell behavior with various nano-structure pitches and fixed nano-structure height. The curves consist of eight discrete data points having values associated with the maximum light reflection (Figure 3a) and absorption ( Figure 3b ) for eight different designs with related characteristics. The procedure is repeated for nano-structures with different heights in the range of 50 nm to 400 nm. The biggest and smallest nano-structure heights in Figure 3a, i.e., 50 nm and 400 nm, have maximum reflection values regardless of the pitch size, and the light reflection associated with the nano-structures heights of 200 nm and 250 nm show the smallest reflection values, with 250 nm also having the maximum light absorption value. These results are satisfied for all pitch sizes. Therefore, 250 nm is the optimized height over the whole range of wavelengths for this design.
As shown in Figure 3b , the absorption increases from 50 nm to 250 nm, and decreases afterwards, and these results are compatible with the absorption depth of GaAs.
To investigate how the thin film affects the solar cell performance, simulations are also performed for the solar cell without any nano-structure. The A, T, and R results for the 100 nm pitch and 50 nm height are almost the same as the solar cell without nano-structures. The electric field distribution of these structures are shown in Figure 2b . However, for other pitches and heights, A, T, and R start to be different, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 . As the relation, T + R + A = 1 (total amount of light), is always satisfied for transmission, reflection, and absorption plots, the transmission plot behavior for different heights can be predicted given the results in Figure 3 . Therefore, the least reflection and transmission occurs for the rectangular nano-structures with bigger pitches. Considering the results presented in Figures 3 and 4 , the optimized size for nano-structures pitch is close to 800 nm, because a bigger part of the surface is covered with the thin film.
Trapezoidal Shaped Nano-Structured Solar Cell
In Figure 5a ,b, the light refection and absorption curves for trapezoidal nano-structures applied on the top surface of the solar cells are presented. Varying nano-structures' height from 50 nm to 400 nm, the maximum reflection happens for 50 nm height and the least reflection occurs for 200 nm height data points. Comparing the results for thin films (Figure 3 ) with trapezoidal nano-structures ( Figure 5 ) indicates that the thin film reflection behavior is smoother than trapezoidal ones; however, application of the trapezoidal nano-structures reduces the reflection minima for all heights. Furthermore, the transmission plot in Figure 5b also shows an increased absorption behavior for trapezoidal nano-gratings compared with the thin film design in Figure 3b . The plots in Figure 5 Figure 4 shows the transmission curves for designs with different pitch sizes through the visible and near-infrared range wavelengths, while the thickness is kept constant at the value for which the maximum absorption and minimum reflection happens. The transmission decreases with increasing pitch size, and the undulating nature of the transmission curves originates from the light interference and reflections at the material interface.
As the relation, T + R + A = 1 (total amount of light), is always satisfied for transmission, reflection, and absorption plots, the transmission plot behavior for different heights can be predicted given the results in Figure 3 . Therefore, the least reflection and transmission occurs for the rectangular nano-structures with bigger pitches. Considering the results presented in Figures 3 and 4 , the optimized size for nano-structures pitch is close to 800 nm, because a bigger part of the surface is covered with the thin film.
In Figure 5a ,b, the light refection and absorption curves for trapezoidal nano-structures applied on the top surface of the solar cells are presented. Varying nano-structures' height from 50 nm to 400 nm, the maximum reflection happens for 50 nm height and the least reflection occurs for 200 nm height data points. Comparing the results for thin films (Figure 3 ) with trapezoidal nano-structures ( Figure 5) indicates that the thin film reflection behavior is smoother than trapezoidal ones; however, application of the trapezoidal nano-structures reduces the reflection minima for all heights. Furthermore, the transmission plot in Figure 5b also shows an increased absorption behavior for trapezoidal nano-gratings compared with the thin film design in Figure 3b . The plots in Figure 5 represent one more data point, i.e., 900 nm pitch size for different heights. Considering the illuminating light wavelength, this pitch size does not satisfy zero-order gratings condition, the abrupt change at 900 nm pitch size for both plots confirms this fact.
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represent one more data point, i.e., 900 nm pitch size for different heights. Considering the illuminating light wavelength, this pitch size does not satisfy zero-order gratings condition, the abrupt change at 900 nm pitch size for both plots confirms this fact. 
Triangular Shaped Nano-Structured Solar Cell
In this subsection, we present results for triangular nano-structures applied on the top surface of the solar cell. This geometry will have sharp edges and, as an extreme case with aspect ratio of zero, it would be useful to study whether triangular nano-structures' light reflection and absorption behavior is in favor of solar cell performance.
Maximum light reflection behavior of the solar cells with triangular nano-structures is shown in Figure 6 for different nano-structures' heights. The minimum reflection occurs at 800 nm pitch for all different heights. Each curve is composed of a set of discrete values for the maximum reflection of fixed heights ranging from 50 nm to 400 nm. Therefore, based on the results shown in Figure 6 , the nano-structure's height having the least reflection in triangular case is 300 nm. To confirm that 800 nm pitch is the optimized size, it should also provide satisfactory light absorption behavior. The light absorption curves for the triangular nano-structures varying the pitch from 100 nm to 900 nm are shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the maximum absorption occurs for 800 nm pitch along all different heights. 
Maximum light reflection behavior of the solar cells with triangular nano-structures is shown in Figure 6 for different nano-structures' heights. The minimum reflection occurs at 800 nm pitch for all different heights. Each curve is composed of a set of discrete values for the maximum reflection of fixed heights ranging from 50 nm to 400 nm. Therefore, based on the results shown in Figure 6 , the nano-structure's height having the least reflection in triangular case is 300 nm. To confirm that 800 nm pitch is the optimized size, it should also provide satisfactory light absorption behavior. The light absorption curves for the triangular nano-structures varying the pitch from 100 nm to 900 nm are shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the maximum absorption occurs for 800 nm pitch along all different heights.
In Figure 8 , we compare the results of nano-structures having one and zero aspect ratios rectangular (thin film) and triangular nano-structures, respectively. The horizontal axis in Figure 8 shows the wavelength range for a fixed nano-structure height of 350 nm, and the light absorption behaviors of three different pitches are studied. Because the nano-structures' heights are close to the optimized height of triangular structure, the maximum absorption occurs for triangular nano-structures. Furthermore, the light absorption for both rectangular and triangular nano-structures increases with size of the pitch. This means that a bigger portion of the surface is covered with nano-structures; hence, light interaction happens more effectively, having the best performance for the optimized pitch.
Energies 2016, 9, 756 9 of 14 fixed heights ranging from 50 nm to 400 nm. Therefore, based on the results shown in Figure 6 , the nano-structure's height having the least reflection in triangular case is 300 nm. To confirm that 800 nm pitch is the optimized size, it should also provide satisfactory light absorption behavior. The light absorption curves for the triangular nano-structures varying the pitch from 100 nm to 900 nm are shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the maximum absorption occurs for 800 nm pitch along all different heights. In Figure 8 , we compare the results of nano-structures having one and zero aspect ratios rectangular (thin film) and triangular nano-structures, respectively. The horizontal axis in Figure 8 shows the wavelength range for a fixed nano-structure height of 350 nm, and the light absorption behaviors of three different pitches are studied. Because the nano-structures' heights are close to the optimized height of triangular structure, the maximum absorption occurs for triangular nanostructures. Furthermore, the light absorption for both rectangular and triangular nano-structures increases with size of the pitch. This means that a bigger portion of the surface is covered with nanostructures; hence, light interaction happens more effectively, having the best performance for the optimized pitch. In Figure 8 , we compare the results of nano-structures having one and zero aspect ratios rectangular (thin film) and triangular nano-structures, respectively. The horizontal axis in Figure 8 shows the wavelength range for a fixed nano-structure height of 350 nm, and the light absorption behaviors of three different pitches are studied. Because the nano-structures' heights are close to the optimized height of triangular structure, the maximum absorption occurs for triangular nanostructures. Furthermore, the light absorption for both rectangular and triangular nano-structures increases with size of the pitch. This means that a bigger portion of the surface is covered with nanostructures; hence, light interaction happens more effectively, having the best performance for the optimized pitch. For each nano-structure geometry, the reflection is in close conjunction with absorption and transmission. A summary of the best combination of the mentioned parameters for rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular shaped nano-structures is represented in Table 1 . For each nano-structure geometry, the reflection is in close conjunction with absorption and transmission. A summary of the best combination of the mentioned parameters for rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular shaped nano-structures is represented in Table 1 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, in order to optimize the solar cell design, diffraction nano-gratings have been employed on top of the solar cell from the same material to eliminate the unwanted reflection losses using the graded refractive index properties. Different subwavelength nano-structures, such as rectangular (the thin film), trapezoidal, and triangular shaped nano-gratings were designed on top of the GaAs-based solar cell and each geometry's impact was examined under light illumination. As the nano-structures' aspect ratios varied, the transmission, reflection and absorption performance of each design have been calculated, and the results were analyzed and compared. Based on our simulation plots, we introduced an optimized size for different nano-structured/diffraction grating shapes which represents better performance for the solar cells. The maximum absorption was calculated for trapezoidal nano-structures and the minimum reflection for triangular nano-structures. Therefore, it is confirmed that having slanted walls for the nano-structures on the top surface of solar cell would result in less reflection and better absorption as the surface area for incident light interaction increases. Development of GaAs-based solar cells revolutionary improves the photovoltaic market, and has a huge potential for application in various fields from household heating and generating electricity to telecommunications and transportation. This study would contribute to facilitating the fabrication process for construction of photovoltaic devices with better light absorption performance than conventional solar cells.
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